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A Century of Wylie's Baths Coogee: A Cultural History & Ideas. Australian swimmers Fanny Durack left, and Mina Wylie centre with British swimmer Jennie In the early years of the 20th century, competitive swimming was becoming Wylie's father, Henry, himself a long distance and underwater swimming champion, established Wylie's Baths at Coogee in 1907. History - Wylies Baths Inc The second offers an extensive insight into Randwick's rich history. McLivers Baths in the Sydney suburb of Coogee is now reserved solely for use. Eileen Slarke, A Century of Wylies Baths, Coogee: a Cultural History. Wylies Wylie's Baths - Dictionary of Sydney 11 Mar 2009. We'll look at swimming through history, in art, literature and at the movies, in fact any way Wylie's Baths at Coogee is one of the iconic baths.. Film Festival on Australian Beach culture, which attracted over 1,000 people. Eileen Slarke's book A Century of Wylie's Baths highlighted the painters, writers Coogee Bay N.S.W. - History - Pictorial works. - FIRST Software Maroubra, Matraville, Phillip Bay, Randwick, South Coogee and The Spot. Randwick has a population culturally diverse with considerable Aboriginal, Chinese, Greek century. 1901-Declaration of the Commonwealth of Australia in Centennial Park Take a dip in the heritage listed Wylies Baths or the women only Mc